MOTHER'S DAY COUPONS
THE PERFECT WAY TO HONOR MOM

PRINT OFF COUPONS
Print off coupon pages at Skip To My Lou.org
You can print out as many pages as you need depending on the number of coupons you want.

WRITE IN ACTS OF SERVICE
Write in the acts of service your mom would appreciate.
For ideas, see page 2.

CUT THEM OUT
Use scissors to cut out the coupons so they’re separated from each other.

PERFORATE ENDS
Perforate along the white lines to make tearing the coupons out easier. You can use a sewing machine, nail, or perforation tool to do so. DON’T perforate through the cover slip.

HOLE PUNCH
Cut out a piece of card stock to fold around the end and perforations. Then hole punch through all pieces.

FINISH WITH RIBBON
MOTHER'S DAY COUPONS
THE PERFECT WAY TO HONOR MOM

ACTS OF SERVICE

- Breakfast in bed
- Mow the lawn
- Clean your room
- Clean the whole house
- Vacuum
- Buy you a Starbucks treat
- Dust the house
- Dinner and a movie - your pick
- Free car wash
- Foot massage
- Back rub
- Lots of hugs
- Make your favorite dinner
- Do all the dishes for a day
- You choose!
- Walk the dog
- Take out the trash for a week
- Help with the laundry
- Do two loads of laundry
- Unload the dishwasher
- Have dinner out
- Quiet time
- Sleep in
- Clean the bathroom
- Clean the kitchen
- Make your bed for a week
- A day off from changing diapers
- Purchase your favorite treat

Coupon pages and assembly from Skip To My Lou .org
Click Here to create your own!